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B2B suppliers: Reduce accounts receivable costs by accepting card 

payments 

Commercial card providers have predominantly focused on helping their buy-side 

clients to realise the benefits of B2B cards usage. Little attention has been paid to the 

supply-side, and as a result many B2B suppliers are often not aware how card 

acceptance can benefit them. 

By accepting B2B card payments suppliers are not just signing up to a form of 

payment, they are also getting a receivables financing tool. This allows them to take 

back control over their receivables, but without the cost (and stigma) attached to some 

other types of receivables financing. At the same time, by eliminating the expense 

within their Accounts Receivable function, B2B suppliers can actually improve their 

margins through B2B card acceptance. 

To demonstrate this point, let’s consider the cost of Accounts Receivable (AR) within the 

‘average’ American company. These costs include:  

1. Days Sales Outstanding (DSO)  

A company’s ability to convert sales into cash is a key metric for all companies, since 

the longer the DSO the greater the amount of working capital that is tied up 

unproductively.  

In the North American market, the average DSO in B2B was 37 days in 2018*. 

Therefore, to fund a $500 invoice at an average cost of capital of 6.9%**, equates to 

cost of $3.40. 

It can also be expected that DSO will increase in 2020 as buyers grapple with the 

economic impact of the Covid-19 crisis and seek to improve their working capital 

positions.   

By accepting commercial cards, suppliers can mitigate this threat and receive value for 

their sales in about 48 hours, ensuring predictable and accessible cash flow. Of course, 

there is also an opportunity cost benefit of utilising the additional unlocked cash. 

2. Collections cost 

The cost of collections activity can be a significant expense and varies according to the 

nature of the business. For example, a company that issues a small number of large, 

complex invoices, will likely have different challenges in AR than a company that has a 

very large number of smaller invoices. Nevertheless, the Atradius report* noted that 

50% of invoices in the US are paid after their due date, with the largest companies 

being most culpable.  

Therefore, collections activity is still critical, and is an expense that is impacted largely 

by the number of invoices not simply the value. A recent analysis indicates that on 
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average one AR professional (at a fully loaded cost of $78,000) is needed for every 

1000 invoices issued per month***. This equates to a collections cost per invoice of 

$6.50.   

3. Remittance processing  

The cost for card-based remittances is contained in the merchant fee but receiving 

other forms of payment will also carry a cost. In the US a study by AFP**** showed a 

wide spread of costs for other forms of remittance, but the median cost was $1.57 for 

a check, 56 cents for a domestic ACH payment and over $14 for a wire payment.  

There is also a hidden cost in remittance processing from poor data. Missing 

information is a key problem in AR creating re-work, disputes and reconciliation 

challenges. This problem is largely eliminated when accepting secure and data rich 

virtual card solutions.  

4. Bad debt 

The debt that is deemed uncollectable for US companies averaged 1.3% in 2018*. 

Therefore, based upon our typical $500 invoice that equates to $6.50 per invoice. This 

average will surely rise in 2020, as the economic crisis and subsequent recession will 

bring down many companies large and small, across almost all sectors. 

 

Credit management and control for suppliers is now more important than ever but 

gaining up to date information on buyers in a fast-moving environment is very 

challenging. As a mitigation, by accepting a B2B card suppliers are guaranteed that 

no legitimate sale will go unpaid. 

B2B Card acceptance can increase margins by around 1.3% 
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For the ‘average’ American company, accounts receivable expenses on a $500 

transaction is $17.97, compared with a B2B card cost of $11.50 (assuming a typical 

2.5% merchant fee). Therefore, far from B2B cards being expensive to offer, their 

acceptance at point of sale could actually help the supplier to increase margins by 

1.3%, which for any company is a very welcome improvement. 

 

* Source: Atradius data 2018 
** Source: NYU Stern School of Business - WACC by sector in USA 2020 
*** Source: Anytime Collect analysis 2019 
**** Source: Association of Finance Professionals - Payments Cost Benchmarking Survey 2015  
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